Prospectus:
Automated
Burrless Slab
Cutting for Plate
Mills
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Reduce Costs and Improve
Yield w ith Levy’s Burrless
Slab Cutting Machine:

•

•

•

•

•

Up to five “child” slabs can
be cut in a single operation.
One operator per shift can
produce over 90,000 tons
of finished product per
month.
Environmentally friendly
and safer working
conditions for the operator.

•
•

It is impossible to cut a slab “off
square”. Gravity ensures that the
slab rests in a parallel position as the
torch tracks at 90 degrees.
The PLC and computer controls
monitor to an accuracy of 1/16th inch
on cut pieces.
The kerf width has been reduced to
only 1/16th inch, significantly
improving yield.
Energy consumption is reduced.
Automatic on/off torch controls
eliminate gas and oxygen waste.

•

•

Productivity monitoring, a
vital tool to production
management, is built into
the system enabling
continuous improvement
programs to be
implemented.
Steel grades sensitive to
thermal shock cracking
can now be cut at
significantly higher
temperatures avoiding
plate or strip edge
cracks.
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The Problem

The “Burrless Cutting System” produces
a burrless, dimensionally accurate and
perfectly cut slab at lower costs.

The Solution

The Results
The Edw. C. Levy Company and
Donze, a Levy subsidiary
specializing in gas and oxygen
equipment, have developed the
Burrless Slab Cutting Machine. The
Burrless Slab Cutting Machine will
revolutionize how steel makers cut
steel slabs in the future.

Traditionally, manual steel cutting is labor
intensive, environmentally hazardous and
prohibitively expensive. In addition,
cutting residue left behind in the form of
burrs by current slab cutting processes
cause downstream processing obstacles
ranging from re-heat, furnace and roll
damage, imperfections, rejects, and
flume wash away blockage.

By using one operator for
automated cutting and through
eliminating burr removal labor and
the pre-heating of certain steel
grades, mills realize significant
cost savings. In addition, improved
yields and enhanced quality
further benefit burrless cutting
performance.

Fritz Schaefer: 2635 Delta Drive, Colorado Springs, Colorado 80910
719 360-4600 - edwclevy@excite.com
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Side View
Burrless Slab
Cutting Facility
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Material Flow

Edw. C. Levy Company
Headquartered in Detroit, Michigan the Edw. C. Levy Co.
is a vertically integrated supplier of materials,
construction and steel mill services with geographic
diversification. Levy’s international family of companies
offer slag and steel mill services with operations in North
America, Europe and Asia Pacific.

L e v y is a L e a d e r in F la m e T e c h n o lo g ie s
Levy / Mittal’s burrless cutting facility produces over 90K
tons of subdivided slabs each month.
Levy supplies slab conditioning services to Mittal Steel

and owns, operates and maintains a state of the art
surface conditioning facility that recently
conditioned its three millionth ton.
Levy through its subsidiary, Donze has developed
a high speed cutting torch that cuts steel at 36” per
minute on 8 ¾” thick steel on continuous casting
machines (hot) and as high as 14” per minute on
cold steel of the same thickness.
Levy has secured a contract with United States
Steel to install fourteen burrless slab slitting
machines designed to produce in excess of 200K
tons per month. Operations to commence in 2006.
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